- Immersive
Made for health and wellness.
Use anywhere you want to relax.

You wish to create a state of the art media installation, an audio visual experience that will mesmerize your
customers. atmosphere provides the most innovative and unique filming technology available on the
market today. Our technical know-how and our unique production skills guaranty that your vision will
become reality.
With atmosphere Super High Vision films you are not only watching a scene, you are part of every
moment. The picture is richer, sharper, livelier and more true to life than ever before.

www.atmosphereHealthcare.us

What is atmosphere Immersive?
atmosphere Immersive is a turnkey software and content solution
designed to create a relaxing environment with high quality
immersive nature films on a single display, video wall or a network of
displays.
There are 4 basic parts to the atmosphere solution. Exclusive 4K
content, management software, Apple Mac® computer, and a display
of your choice.
The atmosphere immersive package of content includes over 25
hours of 4K nature films. Each film is15 minutes in length. Additional
films are added throughout the year.

Where can atmosphere be used?
Anywhere you need to create a relaxing atmosphere. Dental clinics,
hospitals, medical clinics, surgical hospitals, cancer centers, dialysis
centers, delivery rooms, spas, fitness centers, government & public
buildings, corporate decompression rooms, retail stores, luxury
homes, airplanes, lobbies, lounges, etc.

Why should atmosphere be used?
Place your audience at ease, reduce their stress and comfort their
anxiety. This is the key use in the healthcare industry, but also is the
primary benefit for any type of health and wellness.

Want to learn more?
www.MacManStore.com/atmosphere
www.atmospherehealthcare.us

“I recently had an overnight stay in a hospital that was equipped with
atmosphere. They had the lights dimmed and this already on the TV
when I got to my room. This was the first thing I noticed. Looking at the
beautiful scenery and hearing the nature sounds immediately made
me feel more relaxed and comfortable. I was able to rest a little easier
and feel more calm, even though I was anxious about healing! Thank
you for this incredible program!" -Rebecca C.

www.atmosphereHealthcare.us

- Ambient & Music
Made for hospitality.
Use anywhere you want entertainment.

atmosphere content is produced, filmed and edited by highly qualified and award winning
photographers, cinematographers, motion graphic specialists and music producers from around the
world.
atmosphere team and partners are early adopters utilizing the latest and state of the art equipment to
produce world class content for best video and audio quality. The atmosphere content is produced in 4K
Ultra High Resolution.

www.atmospherena.com

What is atmosphere Ambient & Music?
atmosphere Ambient is a turnkey software and content solution
designed to create a relaxing or entertaining environment. Choose
high quality nature films with music overlaid, a band in a box, or both.
There are 4 basic parts to the atmosphere solution. Exclusive 4K
content, management software, Apple Mac® computer, and a 4x1
video wall or LED video wall of your choice.
The atmosphere Ambient package of content includes 29 hours of 4K
nature films with music, over 5 hours of mood films and 579 music
titles. Additional films are added throughout the year.

Where can atmosphere be used?
Anywhere you need to create a relaxing or entertaining atmosphere.
Hotel lobbies and lounges, cruise ships, casinos, restaurants, wine
bars, retail stores, coffee shops, any hospitality venue, etc.

Why should atmosphere be used?
Make a statement about your venue and entertain your audience.
Customers appreciate comfortable environments and have a
tendency to stay longer because of it.

Want to learn more?
Planning your project? Visit us online or contact us to see how we can
create a stunning atmosphere in your venue.
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